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Paint a threatened glacial landscape.
Road to Action: Paint Bow Glacier Today
Art activism bringing awareness to the impact of climate
change on our watersheds, glaciers, and our Canadian
Rockies landscapes & wildlife.

Youth Network

Today we are travelling to Bow Lake and Bow Glacier - Formed over hundreds or thousands of
years, alpine glaciers provide freshwater resources for billions of people around the world for
irrigation, hydro-power, ceremony and recreation. Today glaciers are under threat from rising
global temperatures, which in turn leads to additional warming.

Paint your threatened Bow Glacier - Likely the source of YOUR drinking water. The headwaters of
the Bow Watershed provides water to >40 communities including the Bow Valley and Calgary.

Share your completed work on Instagram . Tag

@RockiesRepeat

@Canadian_Rockies_Youth_Network @Cpawsab OR email entry to
canadianrockies.youthnetwork@gmail.com

MORE DETAILS
ON WEBSITe
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Located on Treaty 7 & 8 LaNd, and unceded territory

Road to Action:
Art Activism bringing awareness to the impact of
climate change on our watersheds, glaciers, and
our Canadian Rockies landscapes & wildlife
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Paint a threatened glacial landscape.
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Youth Network

Today we are travelling to Bow Lake and Bow Glacier. Formed over hundreds or thousands of
years, alpine glaciers provide freshwater resources for billions of people around the world for
irrigation, hydro-power, ceremony and recreation. Today glaciers are under threat from rising
global temperatures, which in turn leads to additional warming.

Paint your threatened Bow Glacier - likely the source of YOUR drinking water. The headwaters of
the Bow Watershed which provides water to >40 downstream including the Bow Valley and Calgary.

Share your completed work on Instagram

Tag @RockiesRepeat

@Canadian_Rockies_Youth_Network @Cpawsab OR email entry to
canadianrockies.youthnetwork@gmail.com

MORE DETAILS ON WEBSITe
www.rockiesrepeatfilm.com/youthchallenge

